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Abstract
One of the main reasons for the high e1ciency of the fast pattern matching algorithm of
Boyer and Moore is preprocessing. The Boyer–Moore pattern matching algorithm utilizes two
preprocessing algorithms: one on single characters and the other one on substrings. It is the
latter which makes the pattern matching algorithm extremely fast (especially on natural lan-
guage text). In the current paper we present a formal correctness proof of the program describ-
ing the substring-preprocessing algorithm. The proof is carried out within linear time temporal
logic. During the process of our veri7cation we found that indices of auxiliary arrays, as used
in published high-level descriptions of the preprocessing algorithm, may run out of bounds.
We demonstrate that this is the case and correct that undesirable aspect in the current paper.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the fastest known pattern matching algorithms on natural language text is
the algorithm developed by Boyer and Moore [3]. This pattern matching algorithm
uses two preprocessing algorithms that record information (based only on the pattern)
to avoid re-computation. One of these preprocessing algorithms deals with single char-
acters whereas the other preprocessing algorithm deals with substrings. The current
paper presents a formal correctness proof of the program describing the substring-
preprocessing algorithm. Our proof is carried out within linear time temporal logic
(LTL) [8].
The preprocessing algorithm studied in this paper has an intuitive, high-level, infor-
mal speci7cation. However, the program describing this algorithm is complicated and
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Fig. 1. Example of trying to 7nd an occurrence of the pattern in a text. We assume that the text is above
and the pattern is below.
Fig. 2. After the mismatch on v and w in Fig. 1 has occurred, the search for the 7rst occurrence of
“hellovorld” continues as indicated here.
it is not clear why the program implements the algorithm. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the relation between the program and the algorithm has not been described in
the literature.
Pattern matching hereafter refers to 7nding the 7rst occurrence of some string — the
pattern — in another string — the text. Intuitively, the Boyer–Moore algorithm starts
by aligning the pattern with the left side of some text, as illustrated in Fig. 1. One
of the ingenious ideas of Boyer and Moore of checking whether the pattern matches
the corresponding substring in the text is to compare characters from right to left.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Using this method, the pattern may be shifted over a large
number of positions when a mismatch occurs. For example, in Fig. 1 a mismatch occurs
when the characters v and w are compared. Since w does not occur in the pattern, the
next sequence of character comparisons may start ten positions further in the text (see
Fig. 2). This corresponds to shifting the pattern by six positions to the right and
restarting the comparisons at the end of the pattern. Shifting the pattern a smaller
number of positions would be useless because the pattern does not contain w and no
match can occur. Shifting the pattern a larger number of positions might cause the 7rst
occurrence of the pattern to be missed.
A key observation is that, for a mismatch at a given position in the pattern, the
amount to shift is always the same; and it can be computed using only the pattern
itself and a character. Thus, this information can be precomputed and recorded in an
array. More precisely, entries in such an array can be used to record the amount to
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Fig. 3. Shifting to the right. The left side describes a complete reoccurrence, whereas the right side describes
a partial reoccurrence. In either case, the long arrows labeled 2∗m − i − r describe the value of Match-
Jump[i].
shift for each position in the pattern and some character. The same idea can be used
for substrings longer than a single character. The program describing the preprocessing
algorithm studied in the current paper uses this idea. Aho [1] dedicates this program
and its underlying algorithm to Knuth with a modi7cation of Mehlhorn [9]. A similar
idea has been used in the pattern matching algorithm due to Knuth et al. [6].
In order to understand the intuition behind the substring-preprocessing algorithm,
consider Fig. 3. In the left side of the 7gure (consisting of the two occurrences of
the pattern), a mismatch occurs at position i. The pattern p has length m and is
identi7ed with the sequence p[1] · · ·p[m] of characters. The preprocessing algorithm
will compute the amount to shift when a mismatch occurs at position i, for every
position i in the pattern (16i6m). The algorithm takes into account that substring
p[i+1] · · ·p[m] has been matched so far. Essentially, we are going to 7nd the rightmost
reoccurrence of the substring in the pattern starting at a position less than i + 1 and
ending at some position r such that p[i+1] · · ·p[m] equals p[r−m+ i+1] · · ·p[r]. We
may then shift the pattern r–m positions to the right as indicated in Fig. 3. Shifting the
pattern a smaller amount will not yield a match. (Here we use that some substring of
the pattern has already been matched.) Shifting the pattern a larger amount is not an
option as this may cause the 7rst match to be missed. Since the mismatch was found at
position i, there is no need to consider re-occurrences of the substring p[i+1] · · ·p[m]
which are preceded by character p[i], because we already know this would cause a
mismatch. This observation is used in the substring-preprocessing algorithm we study
in the current paper.
If we are unable to 7nd a re-occurrence of the substring described above, we will
look for a partial re-occurrence (instead of a complete re-occurrence). This is illustrated
in the right side of Fig. 3. To eMectively use a partial match of the pattern in the text,
it su1ces to 7nd a partial re-occurrence of maximal length. It serves no purpose to
7nd a partial re-occurrence of the substring which does not start at the 7rst position
of the pattern. More precisely, for a partial re-occurrence which does not start at the
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7rst position, there are two possibilities: The re-occurrence is preceded either by some
character allowing us to 7nd a longer (partial) re-occurrence or by some character
allowing us to deduce that no match of the text can be found at that position.
Let r be the rightmost index of the complete or partial re-occurrence of the substring.
Let i be the index at which the mismatch is detected. Referring to Fig. 3 we see that the
pattern is always shifted m− r positions and the index for resuming the comparisons
jumps 2m − i − r positions. The new index is computed so that comparisons may
resume at the last character in the pattern. The long arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the
jump, whereas the smaller arrows indicate how to compute that jump. The purpose
of the substring-preprocessing algorithm is to compute the value of the jump for each
position in the pattern, i.e., the values 2m− i − r for each position i in the pattern.
After the value of the jump for character p[i] has been computed, it is recorded in
entry i of an array called MatchJump, for i=1; : : : ; m. These values are then used in
the Boyer–Moore pattern matching algorithm to determine how far to shift the pattern
and the index after some mismatch has occurred. Note that the term “shifting the
pattern” is used to visualize the process of matching strings. In reality, the pattern is
not shifted.
The preprocessing algorithm which is the subject of the current paper is notoriously
di1cult. As reported in [13], diMerent versions have been described in [3, 6, 12] and
each version corrects the previous version because of some error. In the current paper
we show that the version in [1] commonly used to describe the substring-preprocessing
algorithm, see, e.g., [1, 2], contains an error. A correction is presented below. There-
after, we present a correctness proof of the corrected program. The error, found as we
tried to verify the programs reported in [1, 2], is that indices used to access entries in
arrays may be out of bounds. The Boyer–Moore pattern matching algorithm has been
implemented together with the preprocessing algorithm. As an example, Moore [10]
pointed out that there is an implementation for detecting viruses in 7les. We main-
tain that the reason that there have been no reports on the problem mentioned above
is that implementors have not coded the same preprocessing algorithm. This may be
due to the discrepancy between the high-level program notation in the literature and
the programming language used to implement the preprocessing algorithm. We expect
that, because of the complexity of the preprocessing algorithm, some implementors
have deviated from the original high-level description. That is, we expect that some
implementors have used certain ideas from the preprocessing algorithm and then incor-
porated their own ideas in order to obtain an implementation. This suggests that the
implementations are diMerent from the ones described in [1, 2].
Several authors have studied the Boyer–Moore pattern matching algorithm. Watson
and Zwaan [13] present a taxonomy (using formal derivations) of some sublinear key-
word pattern matching algorithms, including algorithms related to the Boyer–Moore
pattern matching algorithm. Aho [1] gives an overview of a number of pattern match-
ing algorithms. The Boyer–Moore algorithm is analyzed from an algorithmic point of
view. However, Aho does not verify the program which describes the preprocessing
algorithm. This is the topic of the current paper. Baase has written a book [2] which
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contains a chapter on pattern matching algorithms. This book contains a program, with-
out explanation, describing the preprocessing algorithm which makes the Boyer–Moore
pattern matching algorithm so e1cient. Partsch and Stomp [11] give a formal derivation
of the Boyer–Moore pattern matching starting from a formal (abstract) speci7cation.
Their derivation does not include the preprocessing algorithms, except for a high-level
speci7cation of them. Cormen et al. [5] also discuss the same pattern matching algo-
rithm in detail. The code describing the algorithm is not given in their book, and it
is said that the code is straightforward. Boyer and Moore [4] give a mechanical cor-
rectness proof of the preprocessing algorithm based on individual characters, but not
of the one based on substrings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section introduces the
notation used throughout this paper. Section 3 introduces the substring-preprocessing
program studied in the current paper. Here we also discuss the minor diMerence be-
tween our program and those which have appeared elsewhere. We also explain the
fallacies of the other programs. A formal speci7cation of the corrected program is
given in Section 4. In Section 5, we prove that the program (in Section 3), sat-
is7es the speci7cation formulated (in Section 4). Finally, Section 6 draws
conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
This section introduces some basic terminology and notation used in the rest of the
paper.
A pattern is a string of characters. Hereafter, p will denote a string. The empty
string is denoted by 	. The length of p, i.e., the number of characters in p, is denoted
by |p|. For natural numbers i; 16i6|p|; p[i] denotes the ith character of pattern p.
In the informal explanation of the program and proof we sometimes use the notation
p[i:j] to denote the substring of pattern p starting at position i and ending at position
j, for natural numbers i and j satisfying 16i6j6|p|.
In our speci7cation and correctness proof we use freeze variables. These variables,
sometimes also called ghost or logical variables, are denoted by capitalized symbols.
Freeze variables do not occur in the program being veri7ed, have a constant value
during each computation, and are used to 7x the values of programming variables at
some point during computation.
We assume the reader to be familiar with LTL [8]. Hereafter, we will use the
temporal operators (always),  (eventually), andW (weak-until) in the speci7cation
of the program and its correctness proof.
As usual in correctness proofs of programs, control points of the program have
been labeled. To express that a property holds at some control point ‘, we assume
that “location assertions” at(‘), see [7], are expressible in our assertion language.
Henceforth, at(‘) is abbreviated to ‘.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of value r′ recorded in back[ i].
3. Program
This section presents the program analyzed in the rest of the paper. We show the
diMerence between this program and programs found elsewhere which are to implement
the same substring-preprocessing algorithm used in Boyer–Moore’s pattern matching
algorithm.
Matching a pattern from right to left, instead of from left to right, is one of the inge-
nious ideas of the Boyer–Moore pattern matching. This idea allows skipping over those
characters in the text where no match can be found. To improve the e1ciency even
more, preprocessing on substrings in the pattern is performed. As remarked in Section 1,
Aho [1] dedicates the latter idea and the implementation to Knuth [6] with a modi7-
cation of Mehlhorn [9]. The program uses two arrays, viz., back and MatchJump: For
every index i of array back, back[ i] characterizes the leftmost index r′ with r′¿i such
that p[r′ + 1:m] equals p[i + 1:m− r′ + i], as illustrated in Fig. 4. Its formal charac-
terization is given in Section 5. Observe that r′ is not the same as r indicated in Fig.
3. The value of r′ is an intermediate step in computing the value of r which will be
used to record values in the second auxiliary array MatchJump. For every index i of
array MatchJump, MatchJump[ i] records how far the index in the text can be shifted
after a mismatch has occurred at position i in the pattern. The high-level code of the
program describing the substring-preprocessing algorithm is given in Fig. 5. Here, we
have two pieces of code which are surrounded by boxes. The box on the right belongs
to the program which can be found in, e.g., [1]. (There is one non-essential diMerence
with the program in [1], which contains a for-loop. This for-loop has been replaced in
the current paper by the while-loop with entry-point ‘10.) The box on the left belongs
to the corrected program which will be analyzed hereafter.
Hereafter, we assume that the program will always be executed in an initial state
satisfying the following precondition:
Initial Condition: |p| = m∧m¿0∧∀i(16i6m⇒MatchJump[ i] = 2m− i).
The initial condition expresses that the length of pattern p equals the value of vari-
able m, that m is greater than 0, and that the values of the entries of array MatchJump
are the maximal values possible for any shift. Thus, we assume that the pattern is
non-empty. (Otherwise, preprocessing is useless.)
When the code in the left-hand box is replaced by the code in the right-hand box
indices of arrays may run out of bounds. This is shown in the following scenario:
Consider a word in which all of the characters in the patterns are distinct, e.g., com-
puter, girl, boy, math. After initializing the values of k and q, the program enters the
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‘0: k :=m;
‘1: q :=m+1;
‘2: while k¿0
do ‘3: back[k] := q;
‘4: while q6m∧p[k] =p[q]
do ‘5: MatchJump[q] :=min(MatchJump[q], m− k);
‘6: q := back[q]
od;
‘7: k := k − 1;
‘8: q := q− 1;
od;
‘9: k := 1;
‘10: while k6q
do ‘11: MatchJump[k] :=min(MatchJump[k], m+ q− k)
‘12: k := k + 1
od;
‘13: qq:= back[q];
‘14: while q¡m
code as found in the literature
while q6m
do ‘15: while q6qq
do ‘16: MatchJump[q]:= min(MatchJump[q], qq− q+ m);
‘17: q := q+ 1
od;
‘18: qq:= back[qq]
od
‘19:
Fig. 5. Program for substring-preprocessing. The program found in [1] is obtained by replacing the code in
the left box by the code in the right box. The program analyzed in the current paper is the one containing
the code in the left box.
loop with entry point labeled ‘4. Eventually q¿m holds and the loop will be exited,
because all the characters of the pattern are diMerent from each other. It can be shown
that in this case q=m+1 holds. Consequently, when the loop with entry point labeled
‘2 is exited, q=m holds. It follows from our correctness proof in Section 5 that each
entry of array back is assigned a value exactly once. (cf. Lemma 5.11.) In particular,
back[m] =m + 1 holds upon exiting the loop with entry point labeled ‘2. Thus, after
the statement with entry point labeled ‘13 has been executed, q=m and qq=m + 1
hold. Consequently, the loops with entry points labeled ‘14 and ‘15 are entered. (Re-
member that we have replaced the code in the box on the left by the code in the
box on the right for this discussion.) At the statement with entry point labeled ‘17, q
is assigned value m + 1. Finally, the body of the inner loop (with entry-point ‘15) is
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entered again accessing entry MatchJump[m+1]. This causes an out of bound access
to array MatchJump.
Our corrected version of the program contains the code in the box on the left.
Hereafter, that program is referred to as S.
4. Formal specication
This section presents the formal speci7cation of program S introduced in the previous
section. In the next section we show that the program indeed meets the speci7cation.
We 7rst introduce an auxiliary function Match to characterize the values of entries
of array MatchJump which have to be computed by program S. This function has two
arguments, viz., a pattern p (assumed to be non-empty) and a natural number i (an
index of array MatchJump). We think of i as the position in the pattern where we
have found a mismatch in some speci7c text. Thus, the substring p[i+ 1:m] has been
matched so far. Intuitively, Match(p, i) is the rightmost re-occurrence of substring
p[i + 1:m] such that the re-occurrence starts to the left of (the occurrence) of the
substring p[i + 1:m]; and the re-occurrence and the substring itself are preceded by
diMerent characters. In this case, we say that we have found a complete re-occurrence
of the substring starting at position i+1. If the complete re-occurrence does not exist,
we attempt to 7nd a partial re-occurrence of the substring p[i + 1:m].
In order to formulate what the program (in the previous section) has to establish,
we 7rst have the following:
Denition 4.1. For all non-empty patterns p and for all natural numbers i; m, 16i6
|p|, and m= |p|:
(a) Match(p; i)=max{r | (m− i¡r¡m ∧p[i] =p[r − m+ i]
∧∀j(i + 16j6m⇒p[j]=p[r − m+ j]))
∨ (06r6m− i∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] =p[m− r + j]))}.
(b) LongJump(p; i)= 2m− i −Match(p; i).
In case (a) above, the 7rst disjunct refers to a complete re-occurrence of p[i+1:m], and
the second disjunct refers to a partial re-occurrence of p[i+1:m]. Case (b) formalizes
the jumps illustrated in Fig. 3. Observe that for all non-empty patterns p and for all
natural numbers i; 16i6|p|, Match(p; i)¿0 holds.
Remember that program S is to be executed in an initial state satisfying the initial
condition de7ned in the previous section. The following temporal property should hold,
where P denotes a freeze variable (cf. Section 2):
Denition 4.2. For all computation sequences of program S,
p=P⇒ p=P
∧  l19
∧ (l19⇒∀i(16i6|p|⇒MatchJump[ i] =LongJump(p; i))) holds.
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This speci7cation expresses that pattern p is not changed during execution of the
program, that the program eventually terminates, and that upon termination all entries
of array MatchJump have the correct values.
5. Correctness proof
In this section we prove that program S (in Section 3) satis7es the speci7cation
formulated in Section 4. Since we assume that there is a speci7c pattern p when the
program is executed, we will write LongJump( i) instead of LongJump(p, i), i.e., we
omit p as an argument of function LongJump. Similarly, we write Match( i) instead
of Match(p, i).
The 7rst lemma expresses that during computation of program S pattern p and
natural number m are constant.
Lemma 5.1. For all computation sequences of program S:
(a) p=P⇒ (p=P) and
(b) m=M ⇒ (m=M) hold.
Consequently, throughout computation m equals the length of the pattern p. Hence,
the value of m is always greater than 0.
After variable k has been initialized, its value does not increase until the program
reaches the assignment statement “k := 1” at location ‘9.
Lemma 5.2. For all computation sequences of program S:
((
∨8
i=1 ‘i ∧ k =K)⇒ ((
∨8
i=1 ‘i ∧ k6K)W‘9)) holds.
The values of variable k at the locations labeled ‘1; : : : ; ‘9 are characterized in the
next lemma.
Lemma 5.3. For all computation sequences of program S:
(a) (‘1⇒ k =m);
(b) (‘2⇒ 06k6m);
(c) ((
∨7
i=3 ‘i)⇒ 0¡k6m);
(d) (‘8⇒ 06k¡m); and
(e) (‘9⇒ k =0) hold.
When the program executes the body of the loop with entry point ‘4, then the guard
of that inner loop was passed. This is expressed in the following:
Lemma 5.4. For all computation sequences of program S; ((‘5 ∨ ‘6)⇒ (q6m∧p[k]
=p[q])) holds.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of RightReocc(q; k)
To describe how the values of variables k and q relate, we introduce predicate
back index. For indices k of array back, back index(k) expresses that the last entry
of back is m+1 and that for all other indices i with k6i; back[i] is greater than i but
less than or equal to m.
Denition 5.1. For natural numbers k, 16k6m, de7ne back index(k)≡ back[m] =
m+ 1∧∀i(k6i¡m⇒ i¡back[i]6m).
As mentioned, our next goal is to relate the values of the variables k and q at certain
control points of program S. As usual, in order to prove such a relation as an invariant,
we need additional information to be included in that invariant. The latter is done by
including properties expressed in terms of predicate back index introduced above.
Lemma 5.5. For all computation sequences of program S;
(a) ((
∨9
i=2 ‘i)⇒ k¡q6m+ 1);
(b) (‘8⇒ k + 1¡q); and
(c) ((‘2 ∨ ‘3)⇒ ((k =m∧ q=m+ 1)
∨ ( k ¡ m ∧ q6m
∧ back index(k + 1))))
∧ ((∨7i=4 ‘i)⇒ back index(k))
∧ (‘8⇒ back index(k + 1)) hold.
The previous lemma limits the values placed into entries of array back. However, it
does not characterize the values of the entries in terms of the pattern. To achieve the
latter, we de7ne an auxiliary function RightReocc and an auxiliary predicate Right-
Match. Intuitively, for natural numbers q and k, RightReocc(q; k) is the leftmost index
r with r¿q in pattern p, such that the su1x of p starting at position r+1 matches a
substring of p starting at position k+1, provided such a position exists. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. In such a case, RightReocc(q; k) is the smallest natural number r with
r¿q such that p[r+1:m] =p[k+1:m− r+ k]. Otherwise, we de7ne RightReocc(q; k)
to be m + 1. Thus, RightReocc(q; k) characterizes the longest su1x (including 	) of
pattern p starting at a position greater than q, which matches a substring of p starting
at position k + 1. Predicate RightMatch is introduced because it is a useful abbrevia-
tion in the proof. It characterizes values which have been stored in array back in terms
of RightReocc. (Later in this section we prove that the values RightReocc(k; k) are
recorded in back[k], for indices k of array back.) In addition, the program computes
the value RightReocc(0; 0), which is not recorded in the array. This value is used later
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in the computation to 7nd partial re-occurrences as described in Section 1, cf. the proof
of Lemma 5.15. Formally, we have:
Denition 5.2. For natural numbers k and q, 06k, q6m,
(a) RightReocc(q; k)= min{r | (q¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j]
=p[j − r + k]))∨ r=m+ 1}.
(b) RightMatch(k)=∀j(k¡j6m⇒ back[j] =RightReocc(j; j)).
Observe that RightMatch(m) is identically true. Also observe that, for all natural
numbers q and k satisfying 06k, q6m, q¡RightReocc(q; k)6m+1 holds. Hence, for
all natural numbers k with 06k6m; RightReocc(m; k)=m+ 1 holds. For q diMerent
from m; RightReocc(q; k) is always diMerent from m+1:
Lemma 5.6. For all natural numbers q and k such that 06q¡m and 06k6m;
RightReocc(q; k)= min{r | q¡r6m∧∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−r+k])} holds.
Proof. For 06q¡m; 06k6m, and r=m; q¡r6m∧∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−
r+ k]) holds. Consequently, for such q and m; RightReocc(q; k)¡m+1 is true. This
completes the proof.
It follows that for all natural numbers q and k with 06q¡m and 06k6m,
RightReocc(q; k)6m is satis7ed.
As mentioned, program S records the values RightReocc(k; k) in entry back[k].
This is done in stages. Intuitively, every time program S executes the body of its
loop with entry point ‘2, it computes the value RightReocc(k; k), records it in entry
back[k] and continues with computing the value RightReocc(k − 1; k − 1). This part
of the computation applies dynamic programming techniques. When executing the loop
with entry point ‘4, the program steps through the array by means of the assignment
“q := back[q]”. By an inductive argument captured in Lemma 5.11 below, expression
back[q] evaluates to RightReocc(Q;Q), where Q denotes the current value of variable
q. The question is how those values back[Q] relate to RightReocc(k − 1; k − 1) being
computed. To answer this question we 7rst relate the values of RightReocc(Q;Q) with
RightReocc(Q; k) in the following:
Lemma 5.7. For all natural numbers k; q; and ‘ such that 06‘6m and 16q; k6m;
if RightReocc(‘; k)= q; then RightReocc(q; q)=RightReocc(q; k).
Proof. Assume that RightReocc(‘; k)= q. Let us also assume that q¡m. (Otherwise,
the lemma immediately follows from the de7nition of function RightReocc.) Then,
because of Lemma 5.6, q is the least number satisfying
‘¡q6m ∧ ∀j(q+ 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − q+ k]): (∗)
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In order to establish the lemma, it su1ces to show that:
(a) if for some natural number r,
q¡r6m ∧ ∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + q]) holds
then q¡r6m∧∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j− r+ k]) holds, too; and (∗∗)
(b) if for some natural number r, q¡r6m∧∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−r+k])
holds, then q¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + q]) holds, too.
We concentrate on case (a). (Case (b) can be established in the same manner.)
To do so, assume that (∗∗) is satis7ed. From this, (∗), and the fact that m − r +
q6m (q¡r);∀j(q+16j6m− r+q⇒p[j] =p[j−q+k]) follows. This is equivalent
with ∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j − r + q] =p[j − r + k]). Together with (∗∗) this implies
that ∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + k]).
In order to reason about the loop invariant of the loop with entry point ‘4, we intro-
duce one additional function Aux. It has one more argument i than function RightRe-
occ. In essence, Aux(q, i, k) is the smallest natural number r with r¿q such that
p[r+1:m] =p[k +1:m− r+ k] and p[i] =p[r] both holds. In other words, it charac-
terizes the longest su1x of string p starting at a position greater than q, which matches
a substring of p that starts at position k+1 and that is preceded by character p[i].
Denition 5.3. For natural numbers q, k, and i such that 06k, q6m, 16i6m,
de7ne Aux(q, i, k)=min{r | (q¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + k])
∧p[r] =p[i])∨ r=m+ 1}.
Observe that for all natural numbers k, i with 06k6m and 16i6m, Aux(m; i; k)=
m+ 1 is satis7ed.
The next lemma expresses Aux(i, i, i) in terms of RightReocc.
Lemma 5.8. For all natural numbers i with 16i6m; Aux(i; i; i)=RightReocc(i − 1;
i − 1) + 1.
Proof.
Aux(i,i,i)
= min{r | (i¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i]) ∧p[r] =p[i])
∨ r=m+ 1}
= min{r | (i¡r6m∧∀j(r6j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i]))∨ r=m+ 1}
= min{r + 1 | (i¡r + 16m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i − 1]))
∨ r + 1=m+ 1}
= min{r + 1 | (i − 1¡r6m− 1∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i − 1]))
∨ r=m}
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= min{r | (i − 1¡r6m− 1∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i − 1]))
∨ r=m}+ 1
= min{r | (i − 1¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i − 1])) + 1
= RightReocc(i − 1; i − 1) + 1.
Thus, for all natural numbers i with 06i¡m, RightReocc(i; i)=Aux(i + 1; i + 1;
i + 1)− 1.
The next lemma gives a recursive characterization of Aux(i, i, i):
Lemma 5.9. For all natural numbers i with 16i6m; Aux(i; i; i)=Aux(RightReocc
(i; i)− 1; i; i) is satis:ed.
Proof. We consider two cases:
(a) RightReocc(i; i)− 1=m.
In this case, RightReocc(i; i)=m + 1. Consequently, i=m is true because of the
observation after De7nition 5.2 and the observation after Lemma 5.6. This shows that
Aux(i; i; i) equals Aux(RightReocc(i; i)− 1; i; i), which proves the lemma.
(b) RightReocc(i; i)− 1¡m.
It su1ces, in order to establish the lemma, to show that for all natural numbers r such
that i¡r6RightReocc(i; i)−1; ¬∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−r+ i]) is true. We do
so by contradiction. Assume that there exists some r satisfying i¡r6RightReocc(i; i)−
1 and ∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + i]). Then, for such a natural number r,
∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−r+i]) is satis7ed. Therefore, RightReocc(i; i)6r is true,
cf. Lemma 5.6. However, this contradicts our assumption that r6RightReocc(i; i)− 1
holds. This completes the proof.
Predicate Aux will be used to characterize the loop invariant of the 7rst while-
loop in program S. In order to show that the invariant is preserved we need the
following:
Lemma 5.10. For all natural numbers q′; q; and k such that 06q′6m and 16k;
q6m; if RightReocc(q′; k)= q; then
Aux(q− 1; k; k) =
{
q; if q = m+ 1 ∨ (q6m ∧ p[q] = p[k]);
Aux(RightReocc(q; k)− 1; k; k); otherwise:
Proof. We distinguish three cases:
(a) q=m+ 1.
In this case, the lemma clearly holds.
(b) q6m∧p[q] =p[k].
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We have Aux(q− 1, k, k)
= min{r | (q− 1¡r6m ∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + k])
∧p[r] =p[k])∨ r=m+ 1}
= q,
because for r= q; r is the least natural number satisfying q − 1¡r6m and ∀j(r +
16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j− r+k]) and p[q] =p[k]. The latter is true by assumption; and
by De7nition 5.2 and the assumption that RightReocc(q′; k)= q is satis7ed, ∀j(r +
16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r + k]) follows.
(c) q6m∧p[q] =p[k].
The proof of this case is omitted.
After this preparation we are ready to continue our correctness proof of the prepro-
cessing algorithm. The next lemma refers to properties of program S when its 7rst loop
is executed. As mentioned before, the loop-invariant is expressed using function Aux.
Lemma 5.11. For all computation sequences of program S;
(a) ((‘2 ∨ ‘3)⇒ (RightReocc(k; k)= q∧RightMatch(k)));
(b) ((
∨7
i=4 ‘i)⇒ (RightMatch(k − 1)∧∃q′(06q′6m∧RightReocc(q′; k)= q)));
(c) (‘4⇒Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(q− 1; k; k));
(d) ((‘5 ∨ ‘6)⇒Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(RightReocc(q; k)− 1; k; k));
(e) (‘7⇒RightReocc(k − 1; k − 1) + 1= q); and
(f) (‘8⇒RightReocc(k; k) + 1= q∧RightMatch(k)) are true.
Proof. We consider a few cases only:
(b) We consider execution of the action having entry point ‘6. (Thereafter, con-
trol of the program will be at ‘4.) Before the execution, we have by assumption
that for some natural number q′ with 06q′6m; RightReocc(q′; k)= q is true. At
that point, RightReocc(q; q)=RightReocc(q; k) is satis7ed because of Lemma 5.7.
Thus, there exists some natural number q′, 06q′6m, satisfying RightReocc(q; q)=
RightReocc(q′; k) before the action is executed. After execution of the action, we have
q=RightReocc(q′; k) for such natural number q′.
(c) We consider execution of the action having entry point ‘6. Before the execution
we have by assumption that Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(RightReocc(q; k)−1; k; k); see clause
(d). Using clause (b) and Lemma 5.7, we obtain that at that point during the compu-
tation Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(RightReocc(q; q)− 1; k; k) is true. As a consequence, after
the execution Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(q− 1; k; k) holds.
(d) We consider execution of the action having entry point ‘4 leading to control point
‘5. Before the execution, we have by assumption that Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(q − 1; k; k)
holds, see clause (c). Because of Lemma 5.10, Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(RightReocc(q; k)−
1; k; k) holds at that point. Thus, Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(RightReocc(q; k)−1; k; k) holds
after execution of the action.
(e) We consider execution of the action having entry point ‘4 leading to control point
‘7. Before the execution, we have by assumption that Aux(k; k; k)=Aux(q − 1; k; k)
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holds, see clause (c). Using Lemma 5.10, we obtain that Aux(k; k; k)= q holds at that
point. Lemma 5.8 shows that RightReocc(k − 1; k − 1) + 1= q holds at that point.
Thus, after execution of the action RightReocc(k − 1; k − 1) + 1= q holds.
After the loop with entry point ‘2 has terminated, k =0 holds. Because of the prop-
erties listed in Lemma 5.11, we immediately obtain:
Lemma 5.12. For all computation sequences of program S;
(a) ((
∨13
i=9 ‘i)⇒ (q=RightReocc(0; 0)∧RightMatch(0));
(b) ((‘11 ∨ ‘12)⇒16k6q; and
(c) ((
∨19
i=10 ‘i)⇒ 16k6q+ 1) are true.
Since entries of array back are not changed after control point ‘13 has been reached,
the previous lemma (case (a)) allows us to conclude that for all computation sequences
of the program, (
∨19
i=14 ‘i⇒RightMatch(0)) is true.
Before reasoning about entries of array Match Jump we have an invariant charac-
terizing the values which variable qq can take.
Lemma 5.13. For all computation sequences of program S;
(a) ((
∨19
i=14 ‘i)⇒∃q′(qq=RightReocc(q′; 0)∧ 0¡q′6q6qq+ 1));
(b) ((
∨17
i=15 ‘i)⇒ (q6m∧ qq6m));
(c) (‘13⇒ (q6m∧ qq6m+ 1)); and
(d) ((‘16 ∨ ‘17)⇒ q6qq) are true.
Proof. We consider clause (a) only and concentrate on the execution of the action
leading from control point ‘13 to ‘14.
At ‘13 we have that q=RightReocc(0; 0) holds. This is a consequence of Lemma
5.12(a). From Lemma 5.7 we obtain that RightReocc(q; q)=RightReocc(q; 0) is true
then. Thus, back[q] =RightReocc(q; q)=RightReocc(q; 0) holds before the execution.
This is true, because at ‘13; RightMatch(0) holds as a consequence of Lemma 5.12(a).
After the execution we have that for q′ = q; qq=RightReocc(q′; 0) holds. Conse-
quently, it remains to prove that after the execution of the action q6qq+1 is satis7ed.
This, however, immediately follows from the observation following Lemma 5.12. (More
precisely, we know that RightMatch(0) is true and applying De7nition 5.1 allows us
to conclude that q¡qq.)
We are now ready to prove that the program eventually terminates. First note that
program S will always exit the loop with entry point ‘4: The reason is that whenever
its body is executed, the value of variable q is strictly increased (cf. Lemma 5.5(c)).
Therefore, at any time that the body of the loop with entry point ‘2 is executed, variable
k’s value is decreased by 1. As a consequence, ‘10 holds for every computation
sequence of the program. Similarly, we can show that the program eventually reaches
the control point ‘13. Then the program will eventually exit the last loop. This is
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the case because the value of variable q is incremented in the body of the inner loop,
whereas the value of variable qq in the body of the last loop is incremented. (The value
of variable qq is bounded above by m+1, see De7nition 5.1.) Thus, we conclude that
the program eventually terminates. This is summarized in
Lemma 5.14. For all computation sequences of program S; ‘19 is true.
The ultimate interest of program S is, of course, in the correct values of entries of
array MatchJump. There are three occurrences of assignments in S where these entries
are updated. These occurrences show that the 7nal value of an entry is obtained by
approximating that value from above. The following lemma expresses that no entry of
array MatchJump will be assigned a value which is too low. More precisely, for all
indices k of MatchJump, MatchJump[k] is bounded from below by LongJump(k):
Lemma 5.15. For all natural numbers j with 16j6m; (LongJump(j)6
MatchJump[j]) holds during execution of program S.
Proof. Initially, MatchJump[j] = 2m−j holds for all natural numbers j with 16j6m.
We have that Match(j)¿0 is true (see the observation after De7nition 4.1). Therefore,
we obtain that LongJump(j)= 2m− j−Match(j)62m− j=MatchJump[j] holds ini-
tially. Thus, in order to establish this lemma, it su1ces to prove that for all computation
sequences of program S, each of the following three cases is satis7ed:
(a) (‘5⇒LongJump(q)6m− k):
(b) (‘11⇒LongJump(k)6m+ q− k):
(c) (‘16⇒LongJump(q)6qq− q+ m).
The proofs of each of these cases are given next:
(a) At ‘5, we have that
Match(q)
= max{r | (m− q¡r¡m ∧p[q] =p[r − m+ q]
∧∀j(q+ 16j6m⇒p[j] = p[r − m+ j]))
∨ (06r6m− q ∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] = p[m− r + j]))}
= max{r |m− q¡r¡m∧p[q] =p[r − m+ q]
∧∀j(q+ 16j6m⇒p[j] = p[r − m+ j])}:
The 7rst equality is true because of De7nition 4.1. The second equality is true because,
at ‘5, for r=m− q+ k; m− q¡r (k¿0; see Lemma 5.3(c)), r¡m (k¡q, see Lemma
5.5(a)), and p[q] =p[r−m+q] (see Lemma 5.4). Furthermore, at ‘5, we have that for
some natural number q′; RightReocc(q′; k)= q is true, see Lemma 5.11(b). Thus, by
de7nition of Right Reocc, ∀j(q+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[r−m+ j]) follows. Therefore,
Match(q)¿m−q+k is true at ‘5 and hence LongJump(q)= 2m−q−Match(q)6m−k
holds at ‘5.
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(b) At ‘11; q=RightReocc(0; 0)= min{r | 0¡r6m∧∀j(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p
[j − r])}; see Lemma 5.12(a). As a consequence, q is the smallest natural number
satisfying 0¡q6m∧∀j(q+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−q]): Now, at ‘11; k6q holds, see
Lemma 5.12(b). Consequently, for r=m− q, we have that 06r6m− k ∧∀j(16j6r
⇒p[j] =p[m − r + j]) holds. This shows that Match(k)¿m − q is true at ‘11. We
obtain that at ‘11; LongJump(k)= 2m − k −Match(k)6m − k + q is satis7ed. This
establishes clause (b) above.
(c) At ‘16, there exists some natural number q′ such that qq=RightReocc(q′; 0) is
true, see Lemma 5.13(a). Lemma 5.13(b) shows that qq6m is satis7ed at ‘16. Because
of the observation after De7nition 5.2, we conclude that at ‘16; q′¡qq6m∧∀j(qq +
16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − qq]) holds. This implies that
∀j(16j6m− qq⇒p[j] = p[m− (m− qq) + j]) is satis7ed at ‘16: (∗)
Now, Lemma 5.13(d) allows us to conclude that q6qq is satis7ed at ‘16. Thus, at
that location 06m − qq6m − q is true. The latter, (∗) above, and the de7nition of
Match show that at ‘16, we have that Match(q)¿m−qq is satis7ed. As a consequence,
at ‘16; LongJump(q)= 2m−q−Match(q)6qq−q+m holds, which had to be proved.
It remains to show that eventually LongJump(k)=MatchJump[k] is true for all
natural numbers k such that 16k6m. In view of the previous lemma, it su1ces to
prove that eventually MatchJump[k] is assigned the value of LongJump(k). The proof
below shows that LongJump(k) will be assigned to MatchJump[k] if a complete re-
occurrence of p[k + 1:m] exists, when program S executes the assignment with entry
point ‘5. For partial re-occurrences, the assignment takes place when the program exe-
cutes one of the assignments with entry points ‘11 or ‘16. More precisely, LongJump(k)
is assigned to MatchJump[k] when the assignment with entry point ‘11 is executed if
there does not exist a complete re-occurrence of p[k + 1:m] and k6RightReocc(0; 0)
holds. In all other cases, LongJump(k) is assigned to MatchJump[k] when the as-
signment with entry point ‘16 is executed.
Lemma 5.16. For all computation sequences of program S; and for all natural num-
bers k with 16k6m; (MatchJump[k] =LongJump(k)) holds.
Proof. Choose some natural number Q with 16Q6m. We have to prove that eventu-
ally the program assigns value LongJump(Q) to entry MatchJump[Q]. To do so, we
distinguish two cases:
(a) Match(Q)= max{r | m− Q¡r¡m∧p[Q] =p[r − m+ Q]
∧∀j(Q + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[r − m+ j])}:
We have that LongJump(Q)= 2m−Q−Match(Q): Consider natural number K
with K =Match(Q)−m+Q. For this choice of K; LongJump(Q)=m−K holds.
Notice that 0¡K¡Q holds. We obtain that Q=RightReocc(K; K) is true. The
reason for this is that K¡Q6m and p[Q+1:m] =p[K+1:m−Q+K] are both
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true. (The latter follows from the assumption that (a) is true.) Furthermore, no
natural number r with r¡Q satisfying K¡r6m and p[r+1:m] =p[K +1:m−
r + K] exists. This is satis7ed, because otherwise clause (a) above would not
be true.
The program eventually reaches location ‘3 with k =K and q=Q, cf.
Lemma 5.11(a). Thus, eventually MatchJump[Q] will be assigned value m−K .
(The assignment with entry point ‘5 is responsible for this.) We conclude that
MatchJump[Q] will be eventually assigned value LongJump(Q).
(b) Match(Q)= max{r | 06r6m− Q∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] =p[m− r + j])}:
Since for all natural numbers q′ with 06q′6m; q′¡RightReocc(q′; 0) is sat-
is7ed, cf. the observation after De7nition 5.2, we obtain that there exists some
q′ with 06q′6m and q′¡Q6RightReocc(q′; 0). Hence, we may assume that
q′¡m is true.
Now, either q′ =0 or q′¿0 is true. We distinguish two cases:
(b1) Q6RightReocc(0; 0):
Eventually the program reaches location ‘10 with k =Q and q=RightReocc
(0; 0); cf. Lemma 5.12(a). Note that we then have that Q6q, or equiva-
lently that k6q holds. We show below that LongJump(Q)=m + q − Q
is satis7ed. In view of Lemma 5.15 it then follows that MatchJump[Q]
will be assigned value m + q − Q when executing the assignment with
entry point ‘11. This then proves this case. To complete the proof, we
have to show that LongJump(Q)=m + q − Q is true at ‘10. It suf-
7ces to show that Match(Q)=m − q. Since, at ‘10, the value of vari-
able q equals RightReocc(0, 0), it follows that q= min{r | 0¡r6m∧∀j
(r + 16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j − r])} holds. Thus, q= min{r | 0¡r6m∧∀j
(16j6m − r⇒p[j] =p[r + j])} holds. For r=m − q, we have that
06r6m − Q∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] =p[q + j]) holds. This shows that
Match(Q)¿m − q. It remains to show that we cannot 7nd any larger
such natural number r. To do so, let us assume that there exists some r
satisfying r¿m−q and 06r6m−Q∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] =p[m−r+j]):
This immediately leads to a contradiction, because q is the least value r
satisfying 0¡r6m∧∀j(16j6m− r⇒p[j] =p[r + j]):
(b2) Q¿RightReocc(0; 0) and for some q′ with 0¡q′¡m; q′¡Q6RightReocc
(q′; 0):
We show below that the program eventually reaches location ‘16 with
q=Q; qq=RightReocc(q′; 0); for some natural number q′ with 0¡q′¡m,
and LongJump(q)= qq−q+m. Thus, eventually the value of LongJump(q)
will be assigned to MatchJump[q].
First we show that under the assumptions mentioned above, (q¡m∧
q6qq) holds for all computation sequences of program S. This implies
that the program will eventually reach the locations ‘16 and ‘17. In order to
show that (q¡m∧ q6qq) holds for all computation sequences of pro-
gram S, we proceed as follows: Eventually, the program reaches location
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‘13 with q=RightReocc(0; 0), cf. Lemma 5.12(a). We claim that when the
program executes the assignment with entry point ‘13, q¡m holds after-
wards. Assume, in order to obtain a contradiction, that this is not true. Then
after the assignment, q=m holds. At location ‘14, q=RightReocc(0; 0) is
satis7ed. Therefore we obtain that at ‘14; RightReocc(0; 0)=m is true.
The assumption that Q¿RightReocc(0; 0) holds then implies that Q¿m
is satis7ed. This contradicts the choice of Q being between 1 and m.
Thus, eventually the program reaches location ‘14 from location ‘13 with
q¡m. We conclude that then q¡qq holds then. The latter is true, since
q¡back[q] is satis7ed. During every execution of the loop with entry
point ‘15, q is incremented by 1, and as long as q¡m is satis7ed, ‘16
will be reached. It follows that eventually the program reaches ‘14, hence
‘16, such that q¡m; q6qq; q=Q, and qq=RightReocc(q′; 0); for some
natural number q′ satisfying 0¡q′¡m, cf. Lemma 5.13(b). We may even
assume that for this choice of q′; q′¡q holds (Lemma 5.13(a)). In order to
complete the proof, we have to show that MatchJump[q] = qq−q+m, or
equivalently that Match(q)=m−qq holds when the program reaches loca-
tion ‘16. Notice that qq= min{r |q′¡r6m∧∀j(r+16j6m⇒p[j] =p[j−
r]} holds at that control point. It follows that 06m− qq6m− q and that
∀j(16j6m−qq⇒p[j] =p[qq+j]) hold. This shows that Match(q)¿m−
qq holds then. It remains to show that there does not exist any natural
number r with r¿m− qq and 06r6m− q∧∀j(16j6r⇒p[j] =p[m−
r + j]). The existence of such a natural number would contradict qqs
existence.
We now arrive at the main theorem of our paper, viz., correctness of program S:
Theorem 5.1. Program S as de:ned in Section 3 satis:es its speci:cation as de:ned
in Section 4.
Proof. This immediately follows from the Lemmata 5.1, 5.14–5.16.
6. Conclusion
We have presented a correctness proof of the program describing the substring-
preprocessing algorithm in the fast pattern matching algorithm of Boyer–Moore. The
proof depends heavily on properties of strings which had to be formulated to justify
the correctness of the algorithm. As we developed the proof, we became increasingly
impressed with the ingenuity of this preprocessing algorithm. The algorithm is a brilliant
description of a clever idea. It is hoped that the proof closes the gap between the
intuitive high-level description of the algorithm and its complicated implementation.
As we formulated properties of the program, we found that indices of auxiliary arrays
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as used in published descriptions of the preprocessing algorithm could run out of
bounds. Except for this minor problem, no other bugs were found.
Our correctness proof has been carried out using pencil and paper. We realize that
for such a complicated algorithm and its corresponding complicated correctness proof
some mistakes might have been made. In future research we intend to use a theorem
prover to mechanize our proof.
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